You found a cat. Now what?

Is the cat sick or injured?

**YES**
Take the cat to a vet as soon as possible. You will need to trap if the cat is unsocial.

**NO**
Is the cat friendly?

**YES**
Contact the Tri-City Animal Shelter or a local cat rescue for advice (OHS only specializes in kitten rescue)

**NO**
Is the cat pregnant or does it have kittens?

**YES**
Pregnant Kittens

Please arrange for spay/neuter if the cat is not yet fixed. Refer to the Spay/Neuter page of our website for more details or for voucher information. Refer to our TNR page if you need trapping assistance.

**NO**

Please refer to our “I Found Kittens” guide.

**OPTION 1**
Arrange for the cat to be spayed. Refer to the Spay/Neuter page of our website for more details or for voucher information. Refer to our TNR page if you need trapping assistance. **Please note that each clinic has a different policy for spaying pregnant cats so please discuss with the clinic.**

**OPTION 2**
You can choose to trap and foster the mom through the birthing process and care for the family until the kittens are able to be weaned at around 5-6 weeks of age. Mom can be spayed and returned once the kittens have been weaned. You may continue to foster the kittens until ready to be spayed/neutered at 8 weeks or you can contact OHS Kitten Fosters to request foster assistance if available. Refer to the “I Found Kittens” guide for more info.

Visit our website for more details and resources.

Spay/Neuter  TNR  Kitten Fosters

www.ohlonehumanesociety.org